1 Energies of Electrons in Atoms and Molecules

- Bonding, structure, shape and reactions of organic molecules are determined PRIMARILY by the Energies of the electrons in ATOMIC and MOLECULAR ORBITALS.
- In organic chemistry we use MODELS, generally the most useful model is the simplest one that explains what we are trying to understand, in this case the relative energies of electrons.
- Here we introduce a simple model that summarizes the basic factors that determine electron energies in atoms. Later we will develop more sophisticated models for orbitals and bonding to understand electron energies.

1.1 Energies of Electrons in Atomic Orbitals

- Simple picture of factors controlling electron energies (a better description is coming later.....)

1.2 Quantitative Energies of Electrons in Atoms

- Quantitative information about the relative energies of electrons is obtained from measurements of Ionization Energies, or Ionization Potentials (IPs).
- The "first" IP is the energy required to completely remove the highest energy electron from an atom or molecule, we are interested mainly in the energies of these highest energy electrons since these are the ones that are involved in chemical reactions, when we talk about I.P. we are always talking about the FIRST I.P.

Example from General Chemistry (energies in eV, i.e. electron Volts) (do NOT memorize these!)

Energy = energy of an electron that is infinitely far from any nucleus

Core Electrons:
- "valence" electrons, are involved in reactions/bonding
- "core" electrons, not involved in reactions/bonding

Valence Electrons are in the outer shell, they are highest in energy and get involved in bonding

Core Electrons are in the inner shells, are not involved in bonding
• Electrons in atoms are low in energy because they are negatively charged and are stabilized by the positively charged nucleus
• Electrons that are held "less tightly" by the nucleus are **HIGH** in energy, and thus require less energy to remove from an atom, and thus have a **low IP**
• **Many factors influence atomic I.P.s.** (orbital size, nuclear charge, orbital occupancy, etc.), which looks intimidating at first, however, a detailed understanding is not necessary at this point.
• What you SHOULD KNOW at this point is that I.P. **increases** (electron energy **decreases**) roughly with increasing electronegativity (i.e., left to right across the periodic table and from bottom to top, going up the periodic table)

The Connection Between Ionization Potential/Energy and Electron Energy: An ionization energy is the energy required to ionize an atom or a molecule, it is thus an indirect measure of the electron energy in an atom/molecule

• An electron that has been removed from an atom/molecule has a lot of energy (it is high energy) because it is not stabilized by any nuclei

• If the energy of an electron is low in an atom/molecule then we need to add a lot of energy to remove the electron from the atom/molecule to bring it to the high energy/not associated with any atom/molecule state, the energy required to ionize is large, the ionization energy or ionization potential is large

• If the energy of an electron is already high in an atom/molecule then we need to add a lot LESS energy to remove the electron from the atom/molecule to bring it to the high energy/not associated with any atom/molecule state, the energy required to ionize is small, the ionization energy or ionization potential is small

### 1.3 Energies of Electrons in Molecules, e.g. Hydrogen

• We can also measure energies of electrons in molecules as Ionization Potentials

![Energy diagram](image)

• **IP in MOLECULAR hydrogen is LARGER** than in atomic hydrogen
• the electrons in **MOLECULAR** hydrogen are thus **LOWER** in energy

Question: Why are the electrons lower in energy in molecular hydrogen compared to H atom?
**Answer**: Because they are IN A BOND - this is **really important**
• In the molecule, the nuclei are shielded from each other by the two electrons.
• In the molecule there is an electrostatically stable configuration for the two negatively and two positively charged particles (the electrons and the protons).
• This is the standard explanation for why the energies of electrons are lowered when in a bond, later we will learn a better explanation.

We have already learned the two most critical concepts for understanding organic chemistry:
1. Forming bonds stabilizes (lowers the energies of) electrons.
2. Higher energy electrons are more chemically reactive (because they want to form bonds).

2 Introduction to Bonding in Molecules: The Lewis Structure Model

- Lewis structures represent a model for describing the bonding in organic molecules, they are not always accurate, but are still very useful because they are simple, and we tend to use the simplest model to explain what we need to explain.
- The Lewis structure model is particularly useful to describe the bonding in the elements normally encountered in organic chemistry, i.e. C, H, N, O etc.
- In the Lewis model, electrons are localized in specific bonds or localized as non-bonding on specific atoms.

2.1 Atomic Valence and Lewis Structures

Making a Molecule of H2 as a Simple Example

- H electron configuration
- Lewis "dot" structure
- Lewis or Kekule structure

- Each hydrogen atom makes one bond, because in doing so it lowers the energy of its one electron.
- Hydrogen can only make one bond because it only has one valence electron.
- Making one bond fills the first shell with 2 electrons.
- Note the use of curved arrow notation, "move or use an electron from each atom to make a new bond."

Making a Molecule of CH4 as a Simple Example

- C electron configuration
- Lewis "dot" structure
- Lewis or Kekule structure

- Carbon has four valence electrons, therefore it lowers the energy of four electrons by making four bonds.
- After making four bonds, according to the Lewis dot model its second outer shell is now "full" with 8 shared electrons, it obeys the "filled shell", sometimes call "octet rule" for second row elements.
- But what it really did was lower the energies of as many electrons as it could, the four valence electrons.
- The hydrogens also have a "full" first shell with 2 electrons.
- The filled shell rule and the pictures of the Lewis dot structures are models.
Making a Molecule of NH₃ as a Simple Example

- Nitrogen has five valence electrons, but can only lower the energy of three electrons to make bonds before "filling" the outer electron shell, attempting to make another bond "overfills" the shell and violates the "filled shell/octet rule" (later we will show that attempting to make another bond increases electron energy instead of decreasing it, which is the real origin of the filled-shell rule).

- Nitrogen in this case has two NON-BONDING electrons in the outer shell.

- The octet rule and the pictures of the atoms and molecules as Lewis dot and Lewis structures are MODELS (we use the simplest useful model).

- Lewis "dot" structures are tedious to draw, we will use them very rarely.

**UNFORTUNATELY**, there is MORE THAN ONE USE of the word VALENCE:
1) The outer shell is the VALENCE SHELL, the electrons in the outer shell are the VALENCE ELECTRONS;
2) the number of bonds that an atom normally makes without violating the "filled shell rule" is the NORMAL VALENCE.

- "Normal" Bonding Patterns (normal VALENCE) for various atoms obtained from the atomic configuration and by using the filled shell rule (again, a better model is coming soon!)

**DO NOT memorize this table**, learn the Normal Valences by working with them by building organic structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>atom</th>
<th>electron configuration</th>
<th># valence electrons</th>
<th>maximum possible number of electrons in outer shell</th>
<th>normal valence (normal # of covalent bonds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st shell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1s² 2s² 2p³</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1s² 2s² 2p¹</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1s² 2s² 2p²</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1s² 2s² 2p³</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>1s² 2s² 2p⁴</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1s² 2s² 2p⁵</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd shell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>1s² 2s² 2p⁶ 3s² 3p³</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1s² 2s² 2p⁶ 3s² 3p⁴</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- # of valence electrons = # of electrons in highest energy shell
- normal valence = # of electrons required to fill shell rule = # of bonds atoms "normally" makes
- Boron does not have enough electrons to fill the shell, even if all are involved in bonding.
- Filled shell or Octet rule doesn't really work for 3rd row elements, e.g. phosphorus and sulfur, see why later.
- Obeying the filled shell "rule" is the same as obeying the normal RULES OF VALENCE (normal number of bands), i.e. 4 bonds to each C, 3 bonds to each N, 2 bonds to each O etc.

**Example Problem** Draw two different Lewis structures for C₂H₆O.

The filled shell "rule"/Normal Valence Requires.....

- 4 bonds to each TETRAvalent carbon (each carbon wants to make FOUR bonds)
- 2 bonds to each Divalent oxygen (each oxygen wants to make TWO bonds)
- 1 bond to each MONOvalent hydrogen (each hydrogen wants to make ONE bond)

To generate Lewis structures we will NOT use rules, but we will learn to assemble molecules using common organic structural motifs, e.g. a carbon connected to 3 hydrogen atoms at the end of a chain.
• The oxygen "shares" 4 electrons in the 2 bonds, "has" 4 non-bonding electrons, thus "owns" 6 electrons
• Lewis/Kekule structures indicate connectivity of atoms, orientation doesn't matter (for now!)
• Different Lewis (Kekule) structures are ISOMERS, more on isomers later…..

### 2.2 Condensed Structures

- These are equivalent to abbreviated Lewis structures, the order of atom connectivity/bonding is implied by the "written" order of the atoms, but the bonds are NOT EXPLICITLY INCLUDED, they are implied.
- This means that the normal valencies for the atoms in the structure must be assumed otherwise the bonding order cannot be determined.

**Example Problem 1:** Convert the provided condensed formula into a Lewis/Kekule structure

- Obeying the normal rules of valence for C (4 bonds), H (1 bond) and O (2 bonds) can generate only one possible Lewis structure

```
CH₃CH₂CH₂OH  carbon with 3 H's connected to
carbon with 2 H's connected to
carbon with 2 H's connected to
condensed        oxygen with 1 H

Lewis
```

- note that the non-bonding electrons ARE shown in Lewis structures
- H₃C- is a common structural motif in organic structures (end of a chain)
- The normal valencies for the atoms (e.g. 4 for carbon etc) MUST be assumed when interpreting condensed formulae

**Example Problem 2:** Convert the provided condensed formula into a Lewis/Kekule structure

- Obeying the normal rules of valence for C (4 bonds), H (1 bond) and O (2 bonds) can generate only one possible Lewis structure

```
CH₃C(CH₃)₂CH(OH)CO₂CH₃
```

- note the carbon to oxygen DOUBLE BOND, which is required to satisfy the normal rules of valence for all atoms
- note **TWO DIFFERENT USES OF PARENTHESES**
  1) Parentheses can be used to indicate a part of the structure that comes "off" the main chain
  2) Parentheses can ALSO be used to indicate repeating units along the main chain
Example Problem 3. Convert the provided condensed formula into a Lewis/Kekule structure

\[ \text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_2)_2\text{CCOCH}_2\text{CO}_2\text{H} \]

• Note the use of parentheses to indicate repeating units (the other use is to represent a group "off" the main chain). These two uses are easily distinguishable using the normal rules of valence, only one will "work" in a particular context.

### 2.3 Line-angle Structures

• Sometimes also called SKELETAL structures
• The lines show bonds between carbon atoms, no H's shown **unless part of a functional group** (see later for definition)
• Line-angle (skeletal) structures are often those that are MOST COMMONLY USED in organic chemistry.

**Example 1**

```
(CH)_3CCOCH_2OCH_3
```

- condensed
- Lewis structure
- Line angle (skeletal)

• there is an atom (carbon unless otherwise specified) at each "end" of each line, each line is a covalent bond
• Full Lewis structures sometimes just take too long to draw, and we will usually use line-angle (skeletal) structures instead (especially for rings)

**Example 2**

Draw an example of a Lewis (Kekule), condensed and line angle structures for \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_4\text{O} \) (several different structures are possible that are ISOMERS (see the next section), one possible structures is shown here)

- Lewis structure
- Condensed structure
- Line Angle structure

• Where reasonable, draw the angles roughly correct for the molecular shape, see later
• Which Kind of Structure to Draw (condensed, Lewis, line-angle etc) depends upon the context, we will use mainly line angle or a line angle/Lewis mix
3 Structural Isomers

• Isomers are different compounds with same molecular formula (we have already seen some of these)
• We meet two kinds of isomers in this course, **structural isomers** and **stereoisomers**, to be discussed later
• Structural isomers differ in the order in which the atoms are connected (connectivity of the atoms), the order in which the atoms are bonded together are different
• The physical and chemical properties of structural isomers are DIFFERENT, they are different structures, different molecules, different chemicals

**Example 1:** Structural isomers for \( \text{C}_4\text{H}_{10} \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{C}_4\text{H}_{10} & \quad \text{butane b.p.} = -0.5^\circ \\
\text{isobutane} & \quad \text{b.p.} = -11.7^\circ
\end{align*}
\]

**Example 2:** Structural isomers for \( \text{C}_5\text{H}_{12} \)

\[
\text{C}_5\text{H}_{12}
\]

• Note that the direction in which the bonds "point" is irrelevant, structural isomers are generated by connecting atoms together in a different order only
• There are thus THREE different structural isomers that have the molecular formula \( \text{C}_5\text{H}_{12} \)

**Example 3:** Generate ALL Structural isomers for \( \text{C}_5\text{H}_{14} \)
• useful strategy is often to start with the longest possible chain, and progressively "branch"

\[
\text{H}_3\text{C}-\text{CH}_2-\text{CH}_2-\text{CH}_2-\text{CH}_2-\text{CH}_3
\]

• We find that there are FIVE possible structural isomers
• the direction in which the bonds "point" is irrelevant, the structures are defined by the order in which the atoms are bonded together

**Example 4:** How many DIFFERENT isomers are there shown below?
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